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Abstract
Now a days the pattern recognition is the major challenge in the field of data mining. The
researchers focus on using data mining for wide variety of applications like market basket analysis,
advertisement, and medical field etc., Here the transcriptional database is used for all the conventional algorithms, which is based on daily usage of object and/or performance of patients. Here the
proposed research work uses sequential pattern mining approach using classification technique of
Threshold based Support Vector Machine learning (T-SVM) algorithm. The pattern mining is to
give the variable according to the user’s interest by statistical model. Here this proposed research
work is used to analysis the gene sequence datasets. Further, the T-SVM technique is used to
classify the dataset based on sequential pattern mining approach. Especially, the threshold-based
model is used for predicting the upcoming state of interest by sequential patterns. Because this
makes deeper understanding about sequential input data and classify the result by providing threshold values. Therefore, the proposed method is efficient than the conventional method by getting
the value of achievable classification accuracy, precision, False Positive rate, True Positive rate and
it also reduces operating time. This proposed model is performed in MATLAB in the adaptation
of 2018a.
Keywords: Data mining; Sequence Patterns; Threshold based Support Vector Machine Learning Algorithm; Classification Accuracy; Sequential mining;.

1

Introduction

The bioinformatics analysis is widely used in the area of computer science and applications, which
deals with the data for collecting, organizing, and analysing. [1] Here the DNA and protein sequence
are analyzed. Pattern mining algorithm with its sequential database are analysed with various domains. In this frequent data, a small gap in the pattern is restricted for finding valid pattern of
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dataset. The pattern recognition process involves the gap constraints, length constraints, maximum
supports, and minimum type. Here the maximum support is no greater than the sub-support matrix.
Youxi Wu and others uses non-overlapping sequence to specify the gap constraints by pattern mining
approach. Here the gap constraints is obtained by finding transcriptional site of gene from DNA
cells. Bioinformatics is also utilizes the area of Genomic signal processing for dealing with the digital
signal processing (DSP) applications. [2] Clustering method is to identify the sequence of gene data,
which is performed with online collaborative model. [3] Particle Swarm optimization technique with
adaboost model had classified the result of DNA gene sequence by data mining approach. Identifying
the species name or organism type is by gene sequence and classification techniques. This will provides
the DNA-attributes, nature of DNA cell and the type of species of DNA. The data mining is used to
extract the data from required field; in this, the subtopic performs the pattern mining approach for
analysing patterns by statistical mode. Classification technique in data mining is mostly prefers machine learning algorithm. The sequential pattern analysis will discover the pattern of transcriptional
gene data. This technique is to find the matches of frequently occurrence of data. To identify the
pattern various measures are investigated. The minimum support matrix is to provide the threshold
value to the sequence. The DNA sequence having the responsibility to regulate the gene, the characters A, G, T, and C is ordered with biological term s. the Adenine and thymine is paired with
X mentioned and Cytosine and Guanine is paired with Y mentioned. In previous research work, [4]
has described the dataset by performing the artificial neural network and deep learning algorithm.
[5] Hadoop and weka distribution has proposed with machine learning algorithm and data mining
techniques. Support Vector Machine (SVM) learning algorithm describes the classification of genes
via intron and exon combination in the DNA cells. This classification process is based on size of
given dataset. The boundary function of SVM is based on the value of threshold used for dataset,
which determines the weight of classes of the boundary. After performing train function, the class
of train and performance of test is validated. By determining kernel function, we can evaluate the
class region of data. Based on the different threshold value assignment, the classifier will provide the
various tested sequence of data. It is used in the linear classification method for analysing the larger
datasets. After determining training nodes of sequence, the boundary will terminates to sort the value
for arranging the nodes. Based on the database the classification is done with umber of sequences
and list of identity, which evaluates the sequential dataset classifications. Here the sequence of data is
identified as Is and dataset is represented as X_d. With the set of support matrix, we can determine
the total number of sequence presented in the dataset.
σ(s) = |IsXd|s < Is|− − − − − − 1
With the ratio of ‘s’, the number of sequence in the database is given by,
σ(s) =

(|IsXd|s<Is|)
Xd

− − − − − −2

Here equation (2) represents the exact and relative support matrix is changeable by‘s’ ratio. If
the pattern sequence‘s’ is greater or equal to the threshold value of dataset ‘Xd’, that expresses
σ(s) >= SminT HD. Various node values are represented by kernel function ‘k’. if the K > 0, the
processor initialize the distribution factor. In pattern mining process, the k is always increments to
the value ‘1’ that is k+1. Sequence of data contains various items and it is performed with various
classification technique that is GSP, SPADE, Prefix span, and GSpan. These techniques are used
feature classification of SVM model. Minimum support matrix will fix the threshold value for mining
the sequence patterns. The sequential data mining with classification is done by extracted dataset.
Initially the dataset is analysed for its application and performs the sequential operation. Sampling
process is done by getting the threshold value of each sequence. This high dimensional data is send to
the training process and performs the operation of minimum support. It will generate the minimum
valued data to the testing process and it minimizes the dimension of original dataset. After that by
performing classification process, we can classify the dataset according to the genes sequence item
sets. Transcriptional dataset is used for gene sequence determinations and it classified based on the
mined data. Machine Learning technique is used for classifying the dataset by assigning class value to
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the train and test sets. Class boundary is selected in training set, it maximizes the support matrix’s
margin, and it will denote the length and distance of class boundary for getting compact data. DNA
sequence has classified by integrating DM and ANN approach [4]. Auroral image sequences dataset is
to presented and it is classified using pattern-mining techniques [20]. Nowadays, the machine-learning
(ML) algorithm is a most widely used technique for data mining algorithms. Fingerprint based DNA
sequence is to detect the present gene, identify the forensics, and testing the parental genes. Bioinformatics sequence used in machine learning algorithm provides better result as compared with other
existing methods. Genome sequence having high volume of gene data, which is analyzed by monitoring
number of data sequences. Transcriptional data sequence is used for classifying the gene function by
specifying species.
This proposed research work is summarized as follows. Section II is the survey analysis of recent related literatures. Section III is the Existing method description and techniques used. Section IV is the
proposed methodology-using threshold based support vector machine learning model for classification
and gene expression. Section V is the result and discussion part. Section VI concludes the proposed
method and provides the thought about future work.

2

Literature Survey

Gyula Dorgo., et. al., (2018) has proposed the sequential mining approach for alarm suppression
applications. Statistical data is processed to find the abnormal condition of alarm. Here the suppression sequence is to set systematic analysis for processing and controlling the action. The technique
uses bayes classifier with multi-temporal sequence mining algorithm. This method reduced the losses
and suppression speed, since the operator will keep the operation in normal condition by indicating
the present state display. Target and action limit is set with alarm rate with period, which is used to
analysis the sequential data. Threshold value is assigned with statistical configurations of dataset. After performing the sampling process, the data sequence is initiated with threshold value for minimizing
the dimension of data length. Alarm reduction model comprises fault detection and observation unit,
which provides the result of work reduction and failure prediction. Here the data mining technique
is used to extract the pattern of alarm suppression ratio. The alarm will triggers the next relay and
it returns to next end state of sequence pattern. By the use of suppression in the sequential pattern
mining, the alarm management and control strategy is performed and it reduces the data loss but
increases the execution time.
Bao huynh., et. al., (2017) has proposed the parallel method is used to mining the sequential dataset
with dynamic load balancing and dynamic bit vector options. The frequent data is performed in
the closed sequential patterns and it is analysed by prefix span, which reduces the execution time of
classifier. If the database contains the large set, the sequence will shows the exponential numbering
of dataset and it is compact by data extraction process in data mining approach. Here the parallel
method is used to solve the problem of expensive computations and large sequence analyser. Since it
improves the processing speed but the number of stages increased while performing sorting process.
Parallel architecture is modelled for performing sequential pattern analysis with dynamic bit vector
and load balancing. Here the CPU time is changed based on the different architecture in parallel
analysis. This method is design with various datasets and performed in Intel core i5-6200U with 2.3
Hz frequency and 3MB memory.
Po-Ming Law., et., al., (2018) has present the pattern mining technique for temporal query and sequence exploration of recursive operations. This method is not sufficient for support matrix analysis.
While performing the event analysis, the sequence are extracted by providing the mined data in the
output. By enabling the event sequence, have to identify the item sets. This makes the reduction in
data loss on large sequence analysis. Sequential mining approach is to processed and controls the data
for reducing the data loss. Since the classified sequences and segments are visualized in the database.
Here the database is the marketing and health information analysis. By setting the time and by set
the number of events in the constraints makes system effectiveness. The analysis process includes
splitting and selecting the segments based on patterns, which depends on temporal data.
Seema Sharma., et., al., (2018) has present the machine learning technique for processing data by data
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mining technique. This survey analysis the knowledge based acquisition with its classification. Based
on the assignment of class and group of given data, the predefined values are set for each instance and
performs classification. Here the technique used is SVM, decision tree, and K-nearest neighbour with
Bayesian network. By using decision tree for classification methods, the splitting strategy is to generate the gain value and it ratio. For finding the value of gain ration, we have to calculate the entropy
and information gain. Here SVM technique uses K-nearest neighbour node, which reduces the data
loss while performing classification. With various techniques and determinations, the computational
cost is increased for large sample sets, which is very sensitive.
Anuja Jain., et., al., (2017) has proposed the data mining technique for hadoop with weka distributions. Here the supervised Machine Learning (ML) algorithm is used for classification. For big data
mining technique the Hadoop approach is used and it is connected with Weka tool. ML algorithm uses
Naive Bayes and SVM for big data analysis and it compared the result of accuracy for raw data versus
normalized data. By this work, it handles the problem of big data analyses, which are data integration, data volume, technical skills requirement, and cost solution. Here the Hadoop uses Apache open
sources, which allows the system for distributed processing model. By clustering process specification
of characteristics is assigned by predefined classes. Transactional data is analysed by sequential data
processing technique, which is created by decision tree structure. Reinforcement learning technique
is to connect with dynamic setting data, which provides the feedback to the user for rewards and
punishments.
Sadok Rezig., et., al., (2018) has proposed the technique for predicting maintenance activity by sequential data sets. The data-mining algorithm used for various applications, which bases the spare
parts maintenance. Threshold value is assign for support matrix is set previously and by this information, we can finds the sequential data patterns. Frequent data mining is combined with process of
classification, prediction, and clustering. Threshold support value provides the pattern assignment of
each data to be processed. By this technique, we can analyse the raw data for removing the unwanted
data this will reduce the data loss. Sequential pattern is used to generate the raw data into sequential
model, which is known as antecedent and consequence. Here they takes the spare part maintenance
of a company, which provides the maintenance parameter, spare part code and description about the
spare part. By this parameters they can obtain the sequence, intervals by weeks and percentage of
supports. Final determination is about classification with its related parameters.
Cheng Zhou., et., al., (2016) has presents the sequential classification method, which is based on data
mining with pattern recognition techniques. Here the feature vector based model is used to generate
the sequence for classification. The efficient technique is to composed pattern mining technique takes
the interesting data to label the class value, which is based on support matrix and classification rule.
Some situations, the dataset is not allocated properly in an order, this leads to data loss. However,
by the use of sequence classification rule, we can remove the unwanted data. Since it, obtained the
mined data and accuracy of classification techniques. Naives Bayes classification technique is used in
pattern mining approach for processing sequential dataset. Interesting dataset pattern is based on
support and cohesion. By comparing with predictive accuracy, it will not support for big data mining
approach.
Sathish Kumar S., and Duraipandian N., (2012) has presented the DM and ANN based classification technique for DNA sequence analysis. To identify the species from DNA gene sequence, this is
considered as a raw dataset. If the dataset contains unwanted information, it is neglected for classification process. Here the artificial neural network model is used for data mining approach. High
dimensional dataset is mined by principal component analysis strategy and it is validated by 10-fold
cross validation approach. By this statistical validation, the classification model is performed. By this
bioinformatics data, they can obtain the species name by DNA cells and classification accuracy. Genomic signal processing tool is used to classify the dataset. This species classification model is depends
on nucleotides and data is mined by nucleotide pattern. By calculating various pattern lengths, can
obtain the parameters assignment as A, T, G, and C. In training phase, multi dimensional structure
is reduced by using artificial neural network. In support matrix, species brucella suis and C-elegans
are determined. Classification technique improved the accuracy rate.
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5

Existing Method

Plenty of research ideas are focusing with the performance of various mining techniques for bioinformatics datasets. Data mining technique is the most emerging technology, which is used for various
applications. The conventional method used the artificial neural network (ANN) for classification.
DNA splice junction sequence is used for data analysis. While performing sequential pattern mining,
initial stage having larger data dimension, this should be reduced as small data dimensions. By comparing with artificial neural network classifications, the proposed research work improves the accuracy
and truth factor. Gene sequence is associated with genome for assigning the genetic information about
the species. Most of the conventional method uses ANN, genetic algorithm, and fuzzy logic system
with the structure of hybrid model

3.1

Neural Network based Pattern mining Technique

Neural network classification method is used in the previous research work [1]. With data mining
technique, the sequential pattern recognition had performed. The Radix Tree miner algorithm is used
to structuring the model. Here the sequential pattern mining technique is employed by performing
larger dataset. The neural network model is performed to classify the dataset. In this data set, A, C,
G, and T are the nucleotides, which assigning the value of each item sets for performing classification
in NN. By Radix tree miner, if the sub-trees are not divided for upcoming process have to neglect
the set because it is an unwanted data. This takes number of stages high than the proposed T-SVM
based pattern miner technique. Execution time of classification technique is increased by increasing
number of hidden layers in the NN. When compared to the previous work with proposed T-SVM based
pattern mining technique, the execution time is reduced in proposed method, this makes the system
efficiency. Figure 1 shows the block diagram for existing Neural Network classification for sequential

Figure 1: Block Diagram for NN for sequential pattern mining technique
pattern mining for Splice gene sequence dataset. Initially the raw data set of DNA cells are collected
from various sources. It has high dimensionality in nature. This is reduced by various techniques like
radix tree miner algorithm and artificial neural network for classification. The algorithm had evaluate
the sequence for identifying pattern. In support block, the threshold value of each sequence value
allocated for minimizing the sequential pattern dimensions. For each data set, the sequence ID is
given with respect to the pattern alignment. The length of sequences is increased by time complexity
of radix tree miner algorithm. After performing radix tree miner the high dimension data set is sent
to the training process. Prefix span method is also used for making pattern of gene sequence, but
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it consumes much timing to complete the process and requires more memory to process from the
projected data sequence.

4

Proposed T-SVM Based Sequential Pattern Mining Techniques

The proposed threshold based Support Vector Machine learning algorithm is preferred in this
research work for classification of sequential pattern mining approach. The proposed method takes
the data set of splice-junction gene sequence as mentioned in previous research work data set. Here
the DNS sequence contains the four variable set of nucleotides, that is Adenine ‘A’, Guanine ‘G’,
Cytosine ‘C’, and Thymine ‘T’. These species are formed as nucleotide. Initially the long sequence
set to be processed for reducing the dimension of dataset, this makes the system efficiency. The
proposed method is integrating the data mining technique uses Machine Learning (ML) algorithm for
classification. To generate the length of each sequence, we can obtain the value of threshold. By the
statistical data, we can obtain the classification in linear based supervised machine learning algorithm.
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of proposed model with T-SVM algorithm and sequential pattern

Figure 2: Block Diagram of proposed T-SVM for sequential pattern miner system
mining techniques. First, the dataset of Splice junction gene sequence is taken for this analysis.
In minimum support block, the threshold value is set for initial data sequence, which is based on
rule based mining technique. The gene sequences are mined by pattern mining techniques. Based
on the threshold value, have to allocate the pattern for training process. After performing training
process, the SVM model is to generate the class label to the sequential data for performing the testing
process. Finally, the test sequence is allocated for performing classification based on its threshold
value. However we can obtain the sequentially pattern mined data.
A.Dataset
Pattern mining process is performed for data set of Splice junction gene sequence of primates via DNA
cells, which is taken from centre of machine learning and intelligent systems and it is associated with
imperfect domain theory. The splice sequences are pointed from DNA sequences and it recognizing
with two boundaries, called intron and exon. Here 3190 instance is capture with 61 attributes. The
below table 1 mentioning the nucleotides arrangements in datasets indicates the variables D, N, S, and
R. these raw dataset is generated for performing sequential pattern mining technique. This dataset
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Table 1: Dataset character mentioned
Assigned CHARACTER NUCLEOTIDES Order
D
AGT
N
AGCT
S
CG
R
AG
is capable of 10-fold validation techniques, which is applied to the 60 sequential DNA nucleotide
positions. Class distribution is mentioned as EI and IE of intron/exon. Genetic information about
the DNA sequence is given as ,
1. Molecular biology
2. Evolutionary biology
3. Metagenomics
This information is based on genome and proteins in the DNA sequence. This nucleotides collection of
gene is the primates splice junction sequence, which is identify by potential targets, study with differ
organism in evolutionary biology, and species representation in metagenomics. The transcriptional
dataset is analyzed by three different analysis that is microarray analysis, tiling arrays, and regulatory
sequence analysis.
B.Sequential Pattern mining Technique
Machine learning algorithm uses pattern-mining techniques with sequential data. Hidden parts of
sequences should be mined by ML algorithm. This technique will control and detect the pattern for
classification. Based on the sequential data, the statistical analysis is taken for classification model
and it is extracted for respective applications. These sequential patterns are identified by assigning
threshold value of each sequence of data and it is from transactional database. Dataset is frequently
analyses the pattern for pattern arrangement and it fills sufficient to the algorithm. This is for predicting the respective pattern recognition and classification models. Based on pattern mining techniques,
the pattern is allocated by threshold value and it minimizes the dimension of pattern. It is completely
depends on outcome of the model. The distance of sequence in SVM is calculated by,
Distance(i) = (2 ∗ m − 2 ∗ count)/(2 ∗ m − count) − − − − − − − 3
Where, I is the iteration and ‘m’ is the length of input sequence. By pattern mining is a function is
expressed as sigma that is given by
Fw , s(X) = sgn(wT X + s) − − − − − − − 4

Here this pattern is recognized from given input data sequence. Sequential pattern is identified as S,
which s presented by threshold value S= S1, S2,. . . . . . ,Snand dataset is the sequential arrangement of
nucleotides that is A, C, T, and G is given by, Here S1 and S is represented as,

S1 = 1/Xd

P

S2 = 1/Xd

P

(at − µ1)(a − µ1)T − − − − − − − − − 7

(at − µ1)(a − µ1)T − − − − − − − − − 8
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For k=1 the confusion matrix is,
569.4 63.4 58.2


116.9
521.7 53.4 

424 326.8 739.2




Confusion matrix is in the order of EI, IE, and Numbers of training region and the value is based
on class test and gene train function. This confusion matrix provides the better accuracy result to
the classification system. Based on the threshold variations in the input sequence, the arrangement
of pattern is by labeling each sequence. This variation leads to changes in resultant pattern of every
instance. This class of information of each sequence is the mined pattern. Based on the data sequences,

K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 2: Sequential Pattern mining techniques
SEQUENTIAL PATTERN
’AAGCCCATCCTAGAGAAGCTGACCCAGGACCAGGATGT
GGACGTCAAATACTTTGCCCAG’
’ACGGAGCGAGTCTGGAACCTGATCAGATACATCTATAACC
AAGAGGAGTACGCGCGCTAC’
’TGCTCTCCCAGGTCTACCCTGAACTGCAGATCACCAATGT
GGTAGAAGCCAACCAACCAG’
‘TGCCTCCTTTCACACTCCTCTTGGGGCTCGTGACATTACG
AACCCTAACCCGGGCCCTGC’
’TCGTGGCGTTTGTGGCAACCCCGGACACGGGGCACCAGC
CAGTCAGCGGAGCCTCCTCAC’
’CATCGTCTACCTGGGTCGCTCAAGGCTTAACTCCAACACGC
AAGGGGAGATGAAGTTTGA’
’GCCGCTTCCTCATCCTGGCACACTCTCTTCACAGCCGAAGA
AGGCCAGTTGTATGGACCG’
’CGCACCTGGGCGCCCTGCTGGCAAGATACATCCAGCAGGC
CCGGAAAGGTAAGAATGCTG’
’GGCCAGATCGTGCCATAGCACTCCACTTTGGGTGATAGAGG
GAGACTCTGTCTCAAAAAA’
’GGAGTGGGGGCGGTGCGTCCTCCGGCCGGCAGCGGTGGC
CACAGCTCTCCTCCCGCCGCC’

the pattern-mined data is shown in Table 2. By the confusion matrix changes, the varying threshold
value to each sequence is mined in a ordered pattern. Highlighted sequences are characterized as D,
N, S, and R of nucleotides and it is mentioned in table 1. Probability of intron and exon is calculated
by,
P_EI=numbers of EI /length of class
P_IE=numbers of IE /length of class
Based on the above equation model, we can obtain the probability value of EI and IE. By length of
class and number of intron and exon will show the gene class of train function. The probability mining
is given by,
For Sum the probability of ‘a’ is given by,
P (a) =

P

b p(a, b)

−−−−−−−−−−−9

For multiplication of the probability is given by,
P(a,b) = p(b|a) p(a)——–10
The Bayes theorem is used to represents the pattern recognition in T-SVM. It is given by,
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P (b/a) =

9
(p(a/b)p(b))
(p(a))

− − − − − −11

The gene sequence of primates is having attributes, nature and species types, which is classified based
on the threshold based support vector machine-learning algorithm. Initially the nucleotides sequence
pattern is mined by pattern mining, but it have a high dimensionality in nature. It is reduced by
classifying the sequence of each sub sections. After performing training, the sequence should be
allocated for testing; this provides the classified result by labeling the each class values.
C. Threshold based SVM Model
Proposed threshold based SVM model is used for classification of sequential patterns. Based on the
statistical analysis of proposed method, we can classify the result. Kernel based classification model
is structure for train and test sequence. The train data is linearly separable by pair of weight function
and support. That is function of <w,s> is given by,
f (x) = f (W T X + λ0 ) − − − − − − − 12
W T X + s >= 1, f orXεpi(pos)
W T X + s >= −1, f orXεpi(neg)
Here the weight function ‘w’ is represented as,

The above represented functions are mined with DNA cells of primates. This linear function generalized with weight vector and data miner variable. Here the combination of nucleotides is mined for
sampling the sequence, which have threshold value of each class of sequence. The labeling of each sequence is assumed for class value of the DNA. By extracting this sequence at each instance, the DNA
gene formation is made for the species recognition. Here the support matrix is used to assign the
threshold value of given sequence. After it is given to the training process of SVM model, the kernel
function in T-SVM classification result is improved. The gauss distribution function is represented by
single mean valued sequence that is given by,

The probability distribution function of Gaussian distribution model is given by,
P (ia ) = ςP (ia , ib )dib − − − − − − − −16
This proposed Threshold-SVM model is used to assume the threshold value at internal sub-section
of sequence having threshold value by sampling process. After getting the extracted data sequence,
the pattern is set by pattern mining technique for describing DNA attributes. This will determines
the support value for constructing confusion matrix at each value of ‘k’. After completing the process
of training and testing, the mined dataset is classified. Table 3 represents the sequential pattern
of training and testing process with its execution time. Here the gene sequences are aligned with
respective threshold values for classification.

5

Results and Discussion

Thus, the sequential pattern mining technique was applied in primate splice junction gene sequence
dataset and it is classified using threshold based support vector machine learning algorithm. Based on
the dataset parameters, the classification process is performed. This achieves the result of classification
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Table 3: Train and Test gene sequence alignment
TRAIN GENE SEQUENCE
TEST GENE SEQUENCE
’TGGACCATCGCGGATAGACAAGAACCGA
’ATTCAAACAGCGCCTCAGACTACTTCATTTGG
GGGGCCTCTGCGCCCTGGGCCCAGCTC
TACAAACAAGAATCTGGAAAAGGTCCTC’
TGTCC’
Elapsed time is 1.308294 seconds.
Elapsed time is 5.475533 seconds.
accuracy and reduces the execution time. Table 4 represents the determination value of proposed TSVM model using SPM technique.
Performance metrics
The evaluation of whole system is work with various aspects like accuracy, sensitivity, and precision.
a.Classification Accuracy
By finding the confusion matrix, we can calculate the accuracy by correctness value of proposed
systems and it is associated with the value of true positive, true negative, false positive, and false
negative in matrix form. Here the true positive is the rate of actual value to the predicted value of
data. True negative is the actual and predicted rate is with class zero valued function. False positive
is the rate of false rate of actual value versus predicted value. False negative is the actual class value
versus predicted false value zero. The classification accuracy is calculated as,
Accuracy =

(T P +T N )
(T P +T N +F P +F N )

b.Sensitivity
In pattern recognition, the sensitivity of mined pattern is depends on actual sequence and trained
sequence with its threshold value. The sensitivity is also known as recall, which is calculated by actual
value to the false negative value.
Sensitivity =

TP
(T P +F N )

c.Precision
Precision value is about the capturing the correctness of the given sequence. The probability of getting
the value of actual value into predicted value versus test sequence. It is formulated as given equations,
P recision =

TP
(T P +F P )

Table 4: Values obtained in proposed T-SVM using SPM technique
Parameters
T-SVM using SPM method
Accuracy
90.64%
Sensitivity
100%
Precision
1
Execution Time
677ns (Train and Test)
Number of Pattern mined 768
Correct Sequence
1879
Figure 3 represents the comparison result of proposed method’s number of patterns mined for an
instance with conventional methods. Here it achieves the best result as compared with previous
techniques. For every instances, the variation in threshold value changes the sequence, here this
above result is based on the initial k=1, the sequence are “AAGCCCATCCTAGAGAAGCTGACCCAGGACCAGGATGTGGACGTCAAATACTTTGCCCAG’ is mined. Here the function Gauss
and kernel is represented for training and testing process. Figure 4 shows the graph model of Gauss
and Kernel representations of T-SVM model. The below figure 5 is the comparison result value of
classification accuracy, compared with conventional radix tree miner and Prefix span method. Figure
6 is the comparison result representation of compilation time with the unit of ns. The whole comparison result is shown table 5, which contains the classification accuracy, time taken to complete the
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Figure 3: Comparison with the result of Number of pattern mined of an instance

Figure 4: Gauss (red) and Kernel (blue) function
process, and number of pattern mined for an instance., which is compared with existing radix tree
miner and prefix span methods. The proposed method achieves the better result as compared to the
previous work. The above figure 7 shows the comparison results graph model; by this values, the
proposed method achieves the result in the way of improved accuracy, reduced execution time, and
number of pattern mined at an instance. Since the proposed method is efficient than the conventional
method.

6

Conclusion and Future Scope

Thus, the proposed research work is concluded with the technique of sequential pattern-mining
approach uses threshold based Support Vector Machine learning (T-SVM) algorithm for classification
of DNA gene sequences. Here the pattern mining technique is used to model the given gene sequence
by pattern mining method. Based on the data set attributes the gene sequence of DNA is mentioned.
The high dimensional data set is reduced by performing training and testing of data. Based on the

Parameter
No. of Pattern mined
Accuracy
Execution Time

Table 5: Comparison results
Neural network based Radix tree
miner [1]
642
90.38%
795ns

Prefix span based
method
641
74.83%
907ns

Proposed T-SVM
method
768
90.64%
677ns
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Figure 5: Comparison result of Classification Accuracy

Figure 6: Comparison Result of Execution time of conventional methods versus proposed method
‘k’ value, the sequence of mined data is varied and it is given to the class database. By comparing with various classification techniques, the proposed method achieves the result by classification
accuracy, number of pattern mined and execution time. In future work, the proposed method is enhanced by modifying novel techniques for various datasets with most achievable performance metrics.
Classification accuracy is improved by providing correct sequence to the model.
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Figure 7: Comparison Result of Execution time of conventional methods versus proposed method
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